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David Suzuki charity questioned for alleged partisan politics
Kathryn Blaze Carlson Apr 25, 2012 – 6:01 AM ET | Last Updated: Apr 25, 2012 7:38 AM ET

The David Suzuki Foundation on Tuesday became the target of a complaint to the Canada Revenue Agency, just days after its 

namesake co-founder stepped down amid heightened tensions between environmental charities and the Conservative government.

EthicalOil.org, a non-profit organization that promotes oil from Canada and other democracies, sent a letter to the agency asking it to 

investigate whether the David Suzuki Foundation is breaking rules that pertain to political activity. Registered charities are allowed 

to devote only a small fraction of their resources to political activity, although they can never be partisan.

“If you find the Suzuki Foundation is in contravention of the CRA rules, then we request that you consider whether the Suzuki 

Foundation should have its charitable status revoked or otherwise be sanctioned,” EthicalOil.org said in its 44-page letter, which was 

drafted by Calgary-based JSS Barristers and obtained by the National Post.
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Marianna Massey / Sustainable Living Festival via Getty Images filesDavid Suzuki stepped down last week from his post at the foundation he helped create.
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‘What we’re looking to 

accomplish is to ensure 

taxpayers aren’t 

subsidizing the political 

activity of the David 

Suzuki Foundation’

The politics of charity: When is a tax-exempt organization too political?

Jamie Ellerton, EthicalOil.org’s executive director, said the letter was also faxed to the David Suzuki Foundation, but the foundation 

did not confirm receipt or provide comment before deadline Tuesday.

The move comes on the heels of the Conservative government’s warning it will keep a much closer eye on the blurry line between 

charity and politics, arming the tax department with $8-million to enforce the rules. That announcement, which was viewed largely 

as part of a growing battle between resource development and environmental organizations, has already prompted some groups to 

act.

ForestEthics Canada last week announced it would split into two so one segment can devote all its 

time to opposing projects such as the Northern Gateway oil pipeline. The group was never a 

registered charity itself, but its donors received tax receipts through its former umbrella group, 

Tides Canada.

A week before, David Suzuki stepped down from the foundation he helped create so he can “speak 

freely without fear” his words will be deemed too political, according to an open letter posted to 

the group’s website last week.

Mr. Ellerton said that organizations should forgo charitable status — and all the economic 

benefits it brings — if they want the freedom to be political.

“What we’re looking to accomplish [in issuing a complaint to the revenue agency] is to ensure taxpayers aren’t subsidizing the 

political activity of the David Suzuki Foundation,” he said.

Charity lawyer Mark Blumberg said EthicalOil.org’s complaint does not automatically mean the revenue agency will launch an 

investigation. And Mr. Ellerton said he is unsure whether the agency is probing another charity, Environmental Defence, after 

EthicalOil.org mounted a formal complaint against that group in March.

The complaint relates to the David Suzuki Foundation’s activities over the past year and the bulk of its complaint outlines allowable 

political activity such as letter-writing campaigns to federal politicians or blog posts urging the Conservative government to change 

its environmental policies.

Mr. Ellerton said those activities point to the group’s “politicization” and that the CRA should “determine whether or not they are 

crossing the 10% political threshold and violating charities law.” The letter also says the foundation received funding from the British 

government and that the purpose of the funding may have been to “forward the policies of the United Kingdom Government on 

climate change in Canada.”

Other portions of the letter accuse the foundation of engaging in prohibited partisan activity and point to the following as two 

examples:

• A blog post titled “Ontario Liberal platform maintains green energy focus,” which was published two days after the provincial 

election was called last fall; and

• A July 2011 Toronto Star article that reported Mr. Suzuki had endorsed Premier Dalton McGuinty and was “urging Ontarians to 

re-elect” the Liberal leader.

But Mr. Blumberg said even those activities are not necessarily prohibited and must be carefully examined, one by one, because 

charity law is far from black-and-white.
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United Church archives ground zero in search for evidence of forced adoptions

Presbyterians to probe maternity homes in wake of Post forced adoption revelations

A snapshot of Canada's free-trade expansion plan

What the #!%*? Is anybody investigating the allegations of forced adoptions across Canada?
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Like2 hours ago 2 Likes 

The truth of the matter is that environmental issues ARE political. Because of the the Conservative government and right-wing lobbyists muzzling 

and discrediting scientists, we are no longer making decisions based on scientific integrity but rather political agendas.

Until we revert back to informed, scientific-based decision making processes, the environment will remain a hot political and therefore partisan 

issue. We are all well aware that this isn't going to be happen, because science tells us that we need to drastically curb emissions IMMEDIATELY 

if we are to have any chance of mitigating the worst impacts of climate change. And that means Harper couldn't make a buck off of the pipeline...

Like7 hours ago 5 Likes 

Odd how this Act was presented as a means to prevent charities in Canada that were being used as a front to support terrorism and other nasty 

things abroad but is now being used as a target for anything that is not in line with the Conservative's agenda.  Big Brother here we come!  Ezra is 

a right wing crack pot just as much as many left wing ideologues. Neither side of the debate should be respected when they are so extreme as to be 

ideological in their beliefs.  

Like7 hours ago 2 Likes 

Saint Suzuki should be probed, preferably with something large and heavy. 

Like7 hours ago 4 Likes 

The Fraser Institute, the Manning Institute et al are not for profit think organizations. They do not hide behind a 'CHARITY' label or act as shills 

for American so-called charities. 

Why do these econut organizatioons hide their major foreign contributors under the heading of 'Other'? 

Why is king econut fruit fly jumping ship at the threat of an audit?

I hear conditions in the new prisons are going to be very comfortable especially for fraud convictions.

Like6 hours ago in reply  to canadian patriot 5 Likes 

The Fraser Institute is also a registered "CHARITY."

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/F...
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Like6 hours ago in reply  to canadian patriot 5 Likes 

Sorry to burst your bubble, but The Fraser Institute and The Manning Centre are both registered charities.

http://tinyurl.com/7sydpza

http://tinyurl.com/7deovrz

Like6 hours  ago in reply  to Wayne Hitchcock 

 You could always click the Canadian Registered Charities detail page  for a blow up if that would make you happy. It's right there 

in the link.  Don't you have to go wash your hair or something important like that?

Like6 hours ago in reply  to canadian patriot 2 Likes 

 The Manning Institute is registered as a "CHARITY".

http://progressiveright.blogsp...

Like6 hours  ago in reply  to theothercrazyuncle 1 Like 

You use someone's personal blog as your source? Jesus.

Like9 hours ago 6 Likes 

This can only mean Harper will investigate the rightwing Fraser Institute, a designated charity, that received and accepted a $500,000 donation 

from the Koch Brothers.

No you say?

Oh right, I forgot.  If the partisanship falls on the rightwing pro-oil lobby side, it's all good.

Like6 hours ago in reply  to s trangeland 1 Like 

If you feel The Fraser Institute is guilty of any impropriety, you too may file a complaint with the Canadian Revenue Agency.

Like7 hours ago in reply  to s trangeland 

 Ooooh, Koch Bros.  Scaaaary.  Whenever a lefty has an issue with billionaires they drag out the Koch Bros....but completely ignore, Gates, 

Moore, Soros, Branson, Glaser and the Tides Foundation which is a conglomeration of lesser billionaires.  These people are the true 1% 

and lackies for a global government.

Like13 hours  ago 7 Likes 

I like the idea off the Greenie groups getting probed.
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Like14 hours  ago 8 Likes 

So we should be against our tax

dollars supporting the David Suzuki Foundation. 

I see.

But our tax dollars paying for the Office of Religious Freedom (which only

invited Evangelical, Jews and other Christian Groups to its start-up

consultations) is Ok?

Our tax dollars supporting the Frasier Institute, the Canadian Constitution

Foundation, the Manning Centre for Building Democracy and the C.D. Howe

Institute (right-wing think tanks with charitable status that are swimming in

political activity)  is OK?

__________________________

EthicalOil is a mouth piece for Big Oil with strong ties with the Harper

government. 

1st Harpo gives the CRA the money and mandate to go after charities.

Then Ethical Oil actively demands an investigation of the Foundation.

Bing bang... one-two punch... quash a major opposition to the Northern gateway

Pipeline and make it clear to other environmental groups and opponents that

dissent will not be tolerated.

Whoever doesn't see this as a very-motivated attempt to quash opposition to

one's projetct is deluding oneself.

Hopefully, the CRA will have the level of independence needed to stay out of

these games.

Like7 hours ago in reply  to I-tec 1 Like 

OUR money shouldn't support any of them. No tax exemption. 

Like14 hours  ago 6 Likes 

If, according to Mr Ellerton, charitable organizations cannot engage in political and/or partisan activity, as this would imply taxpayer 

"subsidization" of such work, it follows that political parties should also be stripped over their extremely generous tax advantages. Tax credits on 

political party donations amount to a 75% refund on donations! This is frankly absurd - for all the argument that the per-vote subsidy of political 

parties was somehow unjust, they still benefit from a form of charitable status unheard of elsewhere. 

In any case, this seems like nothing more than a malicious attack by (Un)ethical oil interests. Period. 

Like14 hours  ago 9 Likes 

Finally some good news. I hope they give him a good slap on my behalf.
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Like15 hours  ago 5 Likes 

I watched a few minutes of Sun TV recently in order to catch the Alberta election results.  Sun TV indicated they would be broadcasting results 

fairly early and I couldn't find any other channel indicating that so I tuned in briefly.

What I experienced was Ezra Levant on one of his favorite crusades in favor of ethical oil and anti global warming rhetoric.

Any somewhat informed person dismisses the little student of the Goebillian arts very quickly once they consider that half of Canada's crude oil 

usage comes from those unethical sources like Venezuela, Africa and the Middle East.

Those same unethical sources that his Republican fellows in the US point to when they want to promote the XL pipeline carrying Alberta's diluted 

bitumen to refineries in Texas, some of which are co-owned by Aramco, the Saudi Arabian government owned oil company which brings 

unethical oil to Eastern Canadian markets.

Like13 hours ago in reply to theothercrazyunc le 5 Likes 

But if you actually listen to Ezra instead of automatically hating him because of your socialist ideology, you might actually learn something 

instead of feeling threatened by it.

Like6 hours  ago in reply  to Rodimus Prime 4 Likes 

Listen to him rant? No thanks I'm not inclined to self flagellation.
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